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Future Regulation of Telewslon

It is a daunting task to attempt
to discuss the Future Regulation
of Television, particularly in the
longer term, because,
among
other things, it involves making
judgements
and ¯ssumptinns
about the future of television
itself,
which is futurologist’s
delight or nightmare depending
on your point of view.
How quicldy developments occur
is, perhaps, well illustrated by the
following comments made by the
well known futurologist,
Alvin
Toffier, in 1975:
"What we call television
is no
more than a primitive pre-runner of
video systems that could turn out to
be the electronic
spine of
tomorrow’s society. TV today is
essentially
an entertainment
mediumand, as such, peripheral to .
our lives. Tomorrowwe might well
base much of our economy and our
political system on what we still
anachronistically call "the tube"...
Right now television,
in every
country, is a tool used by "them" to
influence "us". The "them’" may be
advertisers selling a product, politicians pushing a party line, or
celebrities offering their views. But
the messages flow only in one direction. Nowimagine a system in which
each of us becomes not merely a
passive viewer, but also a sender -a system that permits each of us to
communicateprivately with others.
Imagine, in short, a video equivalent
of the lowly telephone".
This may have been regarded in
1975 as fantasy,
Alice
in
Wonderland,but of course we are all
aware that at least some of it has
already come true in other paris of
the world and is being discussed as a
likely future reality in this country.
Such developments have substantial
regulatory
implications
-- how
should the new technologies
be
regulated in the public interest and
what impact should their introduction have on the regutati.,on of traditional services:.
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An extract from an address by Mr
DAVID JONES, Chairman of the
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, to
a FACTSseminar on The Future of
Australian Commercial Television,
on 21 September, 1981.
In order to discuss
future
regulation it is necessary to examine the principles upon which
past and current regulation have
been said to be based. Different
sources reveal commonthemes.
In 1956 the former Post Master
General, Mr. Davidson, said to
Parliament:
"The conduct of a commercial
television service is not to be considered as merely running a business
for the sake of profit. Television stations are in a position to exercise a
constant and cumulative effect on
public taste and standards of conduct, and, because of the influence
they can bring to bear on the community, the business interests of
licensees must at all times be subordinated to the overriding principle
that the possession of a [icence is...a
public trust for the benefit of all
membersof our society."
In April 1978 this theme was
developed further
by another
Minister, Mr. A.A. Staley, when he
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said to Parliament, some 22 years
later:
"In short, broadcasting is so
powerful a social and communications instrument, so valuable a national resource, so crucial to the
public interest, that no government
can afford to ignore it. The problem
for governmentof course, is the extent to which the system can, or
should, be regulated. Where does
sensible planning and policy implementation finish, and totalitarian
control start? A basic premise accepted by most governments in free
societies is that the electro-magnetic
fi’equencies -- or airwaves -- used
by broadcasting and in most forms
of communications, are public propetty. That premise leads logically
to an assumption that government
must accept the role, and attendant
responsibilities, of custodian of those
airwaves for, and in, the public inrarest".
In November 1979, this underlying
theme of public interest was stressed
by the High Court in the 2HDease
whenit said:
"From the elaborate provisions
made by the Act in relation to the
grant, renewal, revocation and
suspension of licences, the limitation
on the ownership of shores, the
Continued Page 18
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determination of program standards
and the extensive role which it gives
to the Tribunal in connection with
’these matters, we infer that it is
purpose of the Act to ensure that
commercial broadcasting is conducted in the interests of the public "
Most recently,
Mr. Justice
McGregor(sitting as the AAT),when
discussing the regulatory policy inherent in the Broadcasting and
Television Act said:
"Theholding of a radio or televi.
sion licence is in its nature
monopolistic, at least in a given
area. Thereis potential for great profit andfor the exerciseof significant
influence over manners, customs,
education, political opinion and even
As these statements illustrate
Governmentregulation of television
has been based on such principles as
the scarcity of the resource, the influence that it can exert, the use of a
public property and the overall need
for the mediumto be used responsibly in the public interest.
The greatest challenge for the
regulator (whether it be government
or statutory
agency such as the
Tribunal) in the future is to be able to
adjust and mould the regulation of
television to meet the changes in the
technology and in the attitudes and
aspirations of the Australian society
that will inevitably occur.
As these changes take place inevitably the public interest will.alter
and the regulation of television to
ensure that the public interest continues to be served will have to be
adiusted accordingly. The regulator
cannot work in a vacuum or cocoon
or in blinkers. He must react and adjust constantly to what is happening
in the real world around him otherwise, inevitably, his regulation will
inhibit, rather than protect and serve
the public interest. I regard this as
one of the great challenges to the
regulator (whether it be government
or agency) in the field of communications; to be able to continually assess the best methodof achieving the public interest in an atmosphere
of continuing
and
sometimes dramatic technoingical,
social and cultural change.
This I think was weILsummedup
in the following comment by fan
Sinclair,
the Minister for Camt8- (1981) I CLB

of Television

municatloas, when he said to the
AANA
in March of this year:
"The balance between the level of
necessaryregulation and elimination
of un~essaryregulation is one of the
great challenges of the 80"s."
A~a regulator I would, respectfully, endorse, that comment. It is a
real challenge that confronts us in
the Regulation of Television and one
which we must constantly remind
ourselves of. Mr. Mark Fowler, the
recently appointed Chairman of the
FCC, had this to say when addressing the OregonAssociation of Broadcasters in June:
"A primary goal of the Comm/ssion in the monthsto comewill be to
strip away the layers of Rules,
Policies, and Programsthat now encrust the basic "Public Interest" concept. The new age of alternative
communicationsmedia cable television, low power television, MD$,
STV,, Video Discs and cassettes and
perhaps DBS-- clearly makesome
of these rules and policies
as
anachronistic as the vacuum radio
tube. But our scrutiny of the broadcasting rules will not begin and end
with those rendered obsolete by new
technologie~ Manyrules have simp.
ly lost what usefulness they may
have had becauseof the changesin
Americansociety that the passageof
time has wrought. But many others,
quite frankly, were ill-advised to
begin witl~ Top to bottom, we will
take a look at each regulation imposed on broadcasters and ask, frankly,
candidly, what would happen to the
world if this regulation
were
eliminated? Does the regulation perform a function best undertaken by
the regulators or by the industry?Do
consumersreally get enough back
from this requirement to outweight
its costs on business and on the
public."
Although there are many substantial differences
between the
American and the Australian
systems and experience I believe the
principles he enunciated have application here. There is a need to
keep regulation up to date, effective
and responsive to the true public interest. It was a policy that the
Tribunal pursued recently in its complete overhaul of the Broadcasting
Program and Advertising Standards.
In a statement accompanying the
release of the new Standards I summedup the policy of the Tribunal in

this way:
"Radio, particularly
with the
development of public broadcasting
and FM broadcasting both National
and commercial, has become a more
specialised and competitive medium.
This trend is likely to continue as
more services are introduced....Im
creased competition
means less
regulation is necessary to maintain
the public interest. The Broadcasting
Standards have not kept pace with
these changes in the market and the
community. Consequently many of
the provisions have become irrelevant and no longer necessary to ensure that broadcasters act in the
public interest. The new Standards
are designed to regulate those areas
that the Tribunal feels clearly require positive statutory regulation.
The new standards are intended to
provide broadcasters with the flexibility to exercisetheir ownjudgment
in determining the best way to serve
their community’s needs and interests in a mannerthat reflects the
realities of today’s broadcasting
market".
Although the issues are different
and more complex the Tribunal is
pursuing a similar policy in its
review of the Television Standards.
Manyof them are also irrelevant and
no longer necessary to protect the
public interest. Whatthe tribunal is
addressing are the real issues such as
violence, criteria for classification of
p~ograms, children’s
programs,
advertising of particular products,
which may require positive statutory
regulation. Otherwise the content of
programswill be left to the judgment
of licensees acting within their
overall statutory obligations.
I
believe, as with radio, that in principle, increased television services in
the future should mean that less
regulation is necessaryto maintain
the public interest.
The Tribunal certainly intends to
keep all Standards under review in
the future to ensure as far as possible
that they are relevant to the current
broadcasting market place and community attitudes,
aspirations and
values.
In view of the TribunaPs cur.
rent Inquiry
into Cable and
Subscription (RSTV) Services it
will be understood that i cannot
provide concluded views about
the regulation of those services if
they are introduced ~id the con.
sequent impact on the regulation
Continued Page 20

Judicial

Review and the Broadcasting
and Television Act

The Administrative Decisions
(Judicial Review) Act 1977 has
since October 1980 provided
MATTI~’WSMITHlooks a~ the wide application of the Administrative
simplified and more accessible
Deci~on~(Judicial Review) Acf 1977 to activi~’es in the area of broadprocedures for ehallenglng the
casting andtelevision law.
lawtuineas of exercises of Commonwealth administrative
powers.
It makes more apparent the wide ADJRAct or if it arises out of an
Theusual questions are therefore:
assortment of possible grounds for associated matter.2 This could aflow does the action have administrative
obtaining a Court order against an the Court, for example,to determine character, andis it madeunderan
administrator, and by creating a the validity of a Commonwealth enactment(whichincludes statute,
novel right of a person aggrievedto legislative
action or to award
regulation or instrument). These
obtain a full statementof reasonsfor damagesfor torts of breachesof con- questions are to be answeredby
a decision it dramatically improves tract for which the Commonwealth analysisof the statutory framework
his chancesof provingthe existence wasliable.
of the particular action under
of one or more grounds.
Actionsfailing within the general challenge.
The Act has manyintricacies and definition of "decision to wh/chthe
It will be apparentthat the applicaadopts or modifies a complexbody Act applies" are expressly excluded tion of the Act is not determinedby
of common
law. Its full effect cannot fromthe ambitof the Act if they are
reference to the nature of the person
adequately be summarised in this
madeby the fiovernor-Generai or
or body whose action is under
~
Bulletin. Whatis attemptedhere is are in the classes of decisionslisted
challenge. Anyperson acting under
a sketch of the types of decisionsand in the First Scheduleto the Act.
an enactmentis subject to the Act i/
actions taken under the BroadThese exclusions have no operahis actions are seen to have adcasting and Television Act 1942 tion in the context of the B &T Act, ministratiye character.
in respect of whichpersons aggriev- except to remove from chatlenge
TheAct thus looks to the nature or
ed hy them may obtain remedies.
decisions of the Governor-General character of the action itself rather
appointing or removingfrom office
Avul]abRlty of Remedies
than to the person or bodyperformmembersof the Austraiian Breading the action, although the nature
When considering whether the
casting Tribunal, the Australian
of
that person maybe relevant to
ADJR
Act is available in particular
Broadcasting Commission or the
sthis processof characterisation,
circumstances,the searchis to find a Special Broadcasting Service, and
Persons acting under the B & T
"decision to whichthe Act applies", decisions by him under section 131
Act
whoseachuns maybe challengwhichis defined as a "decision of an authorising the Minister to assume
ed
include
the A.B.T., the A.B.C.,the
administrative character made,pro- emergencypowers.
S.B.S.,
the
Minister, and their
posed to he made, or requ/red to be
Excluded only from the ADJR delegates. It is suggestedbelowthat
made, as the case maybe (whether Act’s provision for statements of
in some c/rcumstances they may
in the exerciseof a discretionor not) reasons are the classes of decisions also include licensees acting under
under an enactment." {s.3) Inden- listed in the SecondSchedule. In
the terms of their licences or written
tification of such a decision is
the context of the B & T AcLthis
undertakings.
necessary before a stateman~ of prevents an aggrieved person rereasons can be compelled (s.13),
quiring reasonsfor decisionsrebating Administrative Character
before a stay of proceedingson the to the inves~gationor prosecutionof
Thecharacterisationof sometypes
action can be obtained (s.15), and the criminal offences in the AcLand of actionsas "administrative"is at
before an application for an order of for decisions connected’withperson- presentuncertain, andwill remain
review can be madeunder section 5. nel management,appointments and so until the concept
is fully explored
Remediesin other circumstances industrial matters within the
by the Court. Howe~cer,
manytypes
may still be available from the authorities established by the Act.
are clearly caught, and in apFederal Court, but the Court will re- Until October 1981, decisions on
proachingthe others it maybe exquire demonstration of a link to a promotion or transfer of their
pectedthat the Court will take a
decision to whichthe Act applies.
4wideinterpretation.
employees are also excluded from
Thus, other orders of review maybe the obligation to provide reasons on
Clearly within the conceptare all
obtained under section 6 for con- request.
decisions made in the course of
duct engaged in for the purpose of
Thecentral concernis, therefore,
broadcasting regulation which inmakingsuch a decision, and under the ambitof the definition of "decivolve the issue of licences and apsection 7 for a failure to makesuch sion t6 whichthis Act applies’. By provals to spec/fic personsaccording
a decision.
section 3{2), "decision" includes all
to statutory criteria or discretions.
It is also withinthe jurisdiction of the possible actions such as gran~g,
TheA.B.T.’s exercise of its powers
the Court, either inherently or under makingsuspending, revoking or rewith respect to individual licences
section 32 of the Federal Court of quiring an order, licence, approval, and licensees /s therefore covered,
Australia Act, to grant other
condition, determination etc. It
and do not escape because the
remediesif the c/aim for themarises seems to encompass every, conTribunalis ’quasi-judicial’or because
out of the matter the subject of a ceivable type of action whichcould it follows court-like precedures.s
concurrent application under the be disputed.
ContinuedPage20
(1981) 1 CLB--

RSTVand cable be the same as, or
similar to, those applying under the
Broadcasting and Television Act or
should a new system be developed
which is more appropriate to each of
amount, of advertising or commer- them.
¯ In the event of a cable franchise
From Page 18
cial sponsorship be permitted on
being offered for an area served by
RSTVor cable channels.
of existing services.
However,
¯ Should there be any restrictions on an existing RSTVservice should:
the following are some of the im.
(a) The RSTVlicensee be eligible
~ or cable networking. To what
portant regulatory issues that apto apply for that service,
extent
should
such
networking
be
pear to arise.
There are, of
Co) the RSTVlicensee have some
subiect
to
regulation
relating
to
course, substantial
economic,
special consideration e.g. the cable
ownership and agreements.
social and cultural Issues as well.
system must carry the RSTVset
¯ Policy concerning RSTVand cable
vice if the .RSTV licensee so
¯ The use of new television channels ownership and control may be condesires.
for the provision of RSI"v" also has sistent with existing provisions of
the potential for the development of the Broadcasting and Television Act ¯ Should therebe some "must carry"
obligation on a cable operator with
other additional non-subscription
or with new principles, which are
services. What should be the promore or less restrictive.
For exam- respect to other services provided in
"the area served by-.his franchise.
gramming mix between subscription
ple:
Should there be any, and if so what,
and free-to-air television fd any)?
¯ To what extent should existing
on the number of imlicensees be eligible to hold RS’FV restriction
¯ To enable RSTVchannels to be usported distant signals that may be
ed for various purposes it wouldproand/or cable licences for services
either within their current coverage carried by a cable operator.
bably be necessary to vary existing
¯ Whatcopyright liability should aplicensing provisions which do not
area or in other areas.
ply to a cable operator for local
¯
Should
there
be
any
differentiation
allow frequency sharing. Howcould
signals and distant signals carried on
this he done to achieve the most efin the participation allowed to existing licensees on a geographic or
his system.
fective utilisation
of possible
These are only some of the
some other basis.
available television time?
regulatory
type issues that the
¯ To what extent should other
¯ To what extent should time sharTribunal
sees
arising in this inassociated
media
interests
(e.g.
ing be permitted on allocated RSTV
cinema owners/operators)
or new quiry. With a view to obtaining as
channels by such bodies as religious,
much assistance as possible from
entrants to the media industry be
ethnic, local community and sporthe forthcoming,
hearings the
eligible to hold RSTVand/or cable
ting organlsations.
Tribunal
will
shortly
release a
licences.
¯ To what extent should existing
detailed
background
paper
standards and regulations apply to
¯ To what extent should limitations
which will detail significant
programming provided on RSTV be placed on oversean ownership
issues which the Tribunal ~onand control on RSTVand cable serand cable channels; e.g. censorship,
siders are raised by the Terms of
vices.
Australian content etc.
Reference~
¯ Should, and if so what type and ¯ Should the licensing processes for

Future Regulation
of Television
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Similarly, the Minister’s regulatory
powers, for example to make
technical specifications for particular
licences and to certify technicians,
are covered.
It may be argued that some decisions are so political or ’policy’ in
nature as to cease to be ’administrative’. Examplesof these are
the Minister’s powersto direct an inquiry (B & T Act s.18(2)), to
hibit or direct a broadcast
and 104), and to plan the development of services (s.lllC(1Xa)).
However, it is suggested that exercises of these powers would be
sreviewable under the ADJRAct,
although because of the unlimited
nature of the discretions involved
the possible grounds of challenge
may be very circumscribed.
Based on more established

dassitications
the Court has held
that the word ’administrative’ excludes acts which answer the
description of legislative or judicial
7
acts.
¯ Thisplaces
themaking
of regulations and statutoryamendments
beyond
thescopeof theAct,butalso
raisessomeuncertainty
in relation
to powers to establishgeneral
criteria
binding
groups
ofpeople,
for
examplethe A.B.T.’spowersover
program standards (B & T Act
ss.99(1), I00(4), and I00(5)). Prima
facie, exercises of these powers are
legislative evenif they directly affect
the interests of identifiable people,
but it is possible that the Court may
draw a qualitative distinction between law-making under the scrutiny
of Parliament and administrative
legislation.
Even if these decisions are outside
the ADJRAct, an administrator’s
general policies and standards lack-

ing the status of ’laws’ are open to
review under the Act when applied
in individual decisions, and indeed
the inflexible application of themis a
ground for intervention (ADJRAct
Also within the ADJRAct are procedural actions taken under the B &
T Act in the course of substantive
regulation. Manyexamples of procedural decisions potentially open to
challenge appear, particularly in the
steps taken by the A.B.T. in the conduct of its inquiries and the processing Of applications to it. However,at
times these actions may only be
regarded as conduct in the course of
making an ultimate or operative
decision,
and therefore
only
reviewable under section 6 and not
sopen to a demandfor reasons,
when a decision made under the B
& T Act does not serve distinctively
governmental
functions
of the

Continuing questions directed to Mr David Jones when he addressed an Australasian Communications Law
Association (ACLA) luncheon in Sydney on 24 Apri~ 1981 (previous see (1981) 1 CLB -- 5, 14, 15

Richard
Nixon
regulation?
Q. Mr. David Shannon: Mr. Jones I
wonderif 1 could ask you a question
about self regulation. I think there are
many signs that ,the Tribunal is
becoming more involved in the self
regulation of advertising both at the
stage of formulation of ~ules and in arbitrating as to the effect of those roles,
and a recent decision of thh Tribunal
in relation to a Ri~:hard Nixon look
alike commercialas a particular case
in point. Myquestion is simply how
can it really be self regulation when
the Tribunal is involved in that wayas
an independent governmental body?
A. Well I think there are two points
to be made.First of all there is at the
momentstatutory regulation of advertising on the electronic medium. In
other words the Act requires that

beyond

advertising be broadcast in accordance with standards determined by
the Tribunal; there are standards, so
in the sense there is an ultimate
regulatory responsibility
on the
Tribunal to not only determine standards but to oversee that they are
complied with. Nowthat the system
has been blended with a form o~ self
regulation in that the television industry has set up its ownoperation to
deal with advertisements to assist
their membersin assuring that advertisements do comply with th~ standards and any other self regulatory
cedes that may operate in the area
and as far as the Tribunal is concerned we have welcomed and supported
this initiative and the excellent work
that is being done by the C.A.D. However, 1 think it is an exampleof where
many self regulatory experiences
reach a stage that they can go no further and that there has to be some
ultimate statutory body or responsibility where the self regulatory process can’t cope with the problem. The
one that yOu’retalking aboutis a situa-

self-

tion where the body operated by the
industry was taking a certain view,
other people involved were taking a
contrary view. Ultin~ately,
the
Tribunal had to makea decision as to
whether that piece of advertising was
in accordance with the Act and the
Standards, and the Tribunal accepted
that responslbilily and took the decision. But by and large matters relating
to advertising in television, for example, are sorted out under the self
regulatory process that operates.

Ownership
Q. Lady Duckrnanton: Mr. Jones I
was wondering if you could comment
on your claim that cable will open up
diversity in ownership and control
and therefore the need for regulation
may diminish. I. was wondering
whether you beheve diversity can only be contained in regulation and
whether it is desirable that the same
~n~uedP~e

~

Cable Inquiry
Submissions
NEWMEDIA: LAW& POLICY
Herewith some late submissions to
the Australian
Broadcasting
Tribunal’s Inquiry into Cable and
Subscription Television Services and
Related Matters (previous submissions (1981) 1 CLB-- 5, 6 &8):

The long-held view that the media had a unique role in a free soclety and was not to he controlled like other industries is now under
chnllenge_, MARK
ARMSTRONG
told seminar attenders at the Univer.
sity of N.~.W. on 22 August,

The challengers are:
¯ Politicians seeking a partisan ad172 : SUPERIORINSTALLERS, INC vantage;
COUNTRY:
U.S.A.; 173 : OFFICEOF ¯ Bureaucrats seeking to impose
ROAD SAFETY--DEPARTMENT OF
uniformity; and
TRANSPORT; 174 : TELECASTERS ¯ Lawyers sgeking to resolve policy
NORTH QUEENSLANDLTD; 175 :
and planning issues by the methods
AMATILLTD; 176 : BRISBANE TV which the courts use.
LTD; 177 : DR R LORRIMER;178 :
Armstrong told the seminar "NEW
MR S DE BELLE; 179 : YOUNG MEDIA: LAWAND POLICY" that
PEOPLES FORUM OF THE YOUTH legal controls on media content
AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF VICTORIA;
should be reduced to the extent that
replaces broad180 : TELEVISION BROADCASTERS "narrowcasting"
LTD; 181 : DAVIDSYME& CO LTD; casting -- and to the extent that
182 : SENATORJOHN SIDDONS;
there is greater diversity of media
controllers.
183 : SOVEREIGN
RECORDS;184 :
TELEVISION NEWENGLANDLTD;
The law should no longer be used
185 : TRAFFIC AUTHORITY OF
by government as a barrier to block
NSW; 186 : HARRYDOUGLASPTY media developments. Governments
have a responsibility
to plan and
LTD/DATEC PTY LTD; 187 :
WESTERN REGION COUNCIL FOR allocate natural resources. But they
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND
should not be allowed to fetter the
range of considerations which make
OTHERS;

up the public interest in freedom of
speech, Armstrong and co-author
Terry Buddin argue in their seminar
paper: The Role of Government and
Freedom of Speech.
The twelve papers delivered at the
seminar will be available
next
month. To obtain these send ache-.
que for $17.00 in favour of Law
School, U.N.S.W.) to Ms. J.
Trethewey, Faculty of Law, University of N.S.W., P.O. Box 1 Kensington. 2033.
For details of the authors and
topics of the other papers see (1981)
1 CLB--8,11.
The seminar organised by the
Australasian Communications Law
Association (ACLA)and the Faculty
of Law, University of N.S.W.was attended by more than 200. It concluded with an informal dinner at which
the speaker was Mr Rod Muir.

Judicial

Review and the B & T Act

From Page 20

regulation of broadcasting but instead parallels or is part of activity
conducted generally in the community, there may be hesitancy in
categorising the decision as administrative for the purposes of the
ADJRAct.
However,from a recent case it appears that decisions pursuant to the
powers and responsibilities given by
the B & T Act to the A.B.T., the
A.B.C. and the S.B.S. with respect to
their employers are subject to the
ADJRAct, s and currently a significant part of Federal Court litigation
under the Act involves government
employees challenging actions of
their employees or their appeal
tribunals.
It would seem by analogy that the
internal management and decisionmaking processes
of these
authorities are also subject to the
Act.
There are indications also that the
Court will consider decisions of the
A.B.C. and S.B.S. on programming,
contractual dealings and other activities in the communityto be under
the Act, on the basis that they are incidents in an administrative process
followed by those authorities in carrying out the objects of the relevant
I°
parts of the B & T Act.

Under an Enac~nent
The requirement that a decision to
which the ADJRAct applies must be
made under an enactment,
emphasises the need in each circumstance to identify a particular
provision of a statute, regulation or
instrument by reference to which
the action is taken.
The necessary degree or type of
reference required by the words
"made under" needs clarification.
They arguably
may mean:
"regulated by" or "in accordance
with", or on the other extreme: "by
a person entrusted by the Act with
some public function", 1~ and it has
been suggested that they mean: "in
pursuance of’" or "under the authority ~2
of".
Clearly beyondthe ADJRAct are

activities conducted solely under administrative arrangement. Manyinformal activities occur in the administration of broadcastingregulation and these cannot be directly
challenged, nor can the formal activitles of consultation and regulation which take place outside the B
& T Act, a possible example of
which i~ the procedures for censorship and classification of local programs involving the Film Censorship
13
Board and on appeal the A.B.T.
However, the net is cast wider
than the terms ofthe B & T Act,
since the ADJRAct also applies to
decisions made under "instruments"
made under the B & T Act.
If "instrument" means any formal
legal documentin writing, ~4 then the
ADJRAct’s remedies are available
against administrative action taken
under the A.B.T. program standards,
under orders of the A.B.T. under
section 17 or of the Minister under
section 11 ID, under licence conditions, and under the newly required
Is
written undertakings of licensees.
Contemplating the last of these, it
may be possible that a licensee’s
decisions on providing an "adequate
and comprehensive service" are
under the ADJRAct on the basis that
they (like the A.B.C.’s decisions
under section
59) have administrative character and are made
under the undertaking. Similarly,
licensee decisions on political broadcasts under section 116(3) may
subject to demandsfor statements of
reasons, and open to review by the
Federal Court if a legal defect can be
found.

New Tactics

periods, but they deserve to be examined whenever disputes arise.
With the other new administrative
law remedies of Ombudsman,Administrative Appeals Tribunal and
references of questions of law,is tactics are available to people decisively to tesf action governed by the
Broadcasting and Television Act.

Footnotea:
I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.

9.
|0o
I!.
|’~.
].3.
].4.

Enough has been said to show
that, despite considerable
ambiguities of defination, the ADJRAct
has very wide application to all activities in the area of broadcasting
and television law. Persons affected
by those activities are likely to have
rights to demand statements of
reasons and, if they can showerrors
of law such as defects of procedure,
motivation or reasoning, have rights
to apply to the Federal Court. Of
course these rights are hedged with
manytechnicalities and limitations,
particularly very brief limitation

15.
16.

General
introductions are to
be found in D.C. Pearce: "The
Australian Admininstrative
LawService"; J. Griffiths in
(1978) 9 Fed L Rev 42; and
L.J. Curtis in (1979) 53 ALJ
530.
See Philip Moris incorported
v Adam P Brown Male
Fashions Pty Ltd 0981) 33
ALR465.
See Hamblin v Dully and
Others (1981) 34 ALR333
339.
See Evans v Friemann (Fox J,
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media outlets, which control the
media at the moment, whould also
control cable?
A. I can’t commenton that in the
sense that these are matters the
Tribunal has to consider in the cable
inquiry; questions of cross-ownership,
things of that nature. But the experience in the United States seemsto
be that cabbie is a new mediumwhich
offers the opportunity for manymore
services because of cable being able to
carry out so many more servces. So
rather than iust having three or four
television services coming into an
area the introduction of a cable system
may mean another ten or fifteen
through that particular cable system
and that offers the opportunity for a
wider spread of program content particularly perhaps in the nature of
minority type programming which
can add more diversity to what is currently offering.

Old Owners?

lawyers, such as yourself, should hide
behind the law. I also think it is
undeniable that the Broadcasting
Tribunal as distinct from Mr. Justice
Davies and Mr. Justice Moriing, has
showna hostile attitude, a defensive
attitude to applications by interested
groups on both sides of the spectrum
that is from public interest groups, so
called, and from (the) industry who
appear before it. Whydo you thi~k
that members from a psychological
point of view, have been so defensive
in their attitude to getting assistance in
their inquiries from membersof interest groups from both sides of the
spectrum?

A. Hardly surprising
that Mr.
Masterman and Mr. Keogh have a
similar point of view. Speaking personally Mr. Masterman, I suppose one
has to be subjective about this, l don’t
believe that I have adopted a defensive attitude to this position or to this
matter. Certainly I have been involved
in a number of inquiries where we
have rejected applications on the
Q. Lady Duckmanton: I think if 1 other hand 1 have been involved in a
may just ask another question.
10t of inquiries where we have granted
There’s no guarantee though that the them. And I must say I have
same groups won’t own all those ten
endeavoured to take a pretty broad
outlets in there unless we do it by approach to allow people in where I
regulation?
felt that there presence as a party, as
A. Well what you’re saying is you distinct from their presence as a
witness, was going to be of assistance
maynot achieve diversity by leaving it
entirely
up to the market place
to the Tribunal. Andsomeassitance l
think is gleaned from the HighCourt’s
because the market place may result
in the same people owning the new iudgment in the matter that it dealt
medium.That is obviously a possibiliwith in terms of the same type of case
ty and something we have to address
being repeated in proceedings. The
as to whether there needs to be some Tribunal does have a statutory obligastatutory iniection; foreign ownership tion not only to carry out a thorough
is another example -- whether you investigation but also to do it with exneed some statutory requirement to
pedition and we have to weight that
achieve a certain type of ownership up as well as weighingup the need for
whichis felt to be in the public interest the investigation. Andthe way1 have
seen it has come back very much to
ancJ wehave to address that issue, it’s
the question of assitance by that paran importantissue as to what extent, if
cable is to be introduced, there ought ticular person as a party as distinct
to be regulation in the areas of owner- from trying to hide behind the statute.
ship and control with a view to en- I don’t think I can say much more
couraging diversity within the system. than that.
Q. Mr. Masterman: And you don’t
apologise for the Tribunal’s attitude as
comparedwith Mr. Justice Davies’ attitude, in not adopting the attitude
you’ve iust described.

Interest
Groups

Q. Mr. Masterman: I would like to
hark back to Max Keogh’s questions
about the Broadcasting Tribunal’s attitude to the representation of other
interests before it. I don’t think

A. Well I think Mr. Justice Davies
delivered a very comprehensive and
valuable iudgmant on the matter in
the AAT.He is dealing with a different
statute to ours although there are obviously a lot of similarities. The circumstancesof particular inquiries or

proceedings
vary and as we
endeavouredto point out in a decision
we gaverecently on party status in the
Fairfax inquiry, it is very mucha matter of looking at what the proceedings
are about in determining whether you
can say someonehas got an interest in
the proceedings, and that is what we
will endeavour to do. Nowif you see
us adopting a more restrictive and
defensive attitude than Mr. Justice
Davieswell so be it.

Self
Regulation
Q. Ms. Julie. James Bailey:
wonder whether I could pursue the
issue of self regulation. I havealways
found it useful to define ’regulation’
into two areas. One which is economic
and therefore the regulation affects
quite dramatically the economicbase
of a broadcasting company namely,
the amountof advertising, Australian
content, and programs which, almost
by definition are expensive, such as
drama and children’s programs. And
the other area of regulation which is
more along the lines which you addressed yourself to today which is in
relation to the mores of society,
violence etc.
The self regulation report of the
Tribunal of course indicated that they
accepted that the economic base
regulations were ones which were acceptable. You today, however, have
suggestedthat it’s morethe qualitative
ones the social ones in whichboth the
law and lawyers could be more involved, whichI found interesting because
it seemsto methat this is an area for
the sociologists rather than the
lawyers. I would like you to comment
on the role perhaps that those two
disciplines might be taking.
A. Certainly,
! gave those as
examples that came to mind I didn’t
mean to convey the impression that
they were the only areas. The role of
sociologists and psychologists is very
importantin regulation particularly in
those matters you iust mentioned
because you need to be as well informed as you can about what is the
effect of violenceas a result of television, whatis the effect of advertising
Continued Page 24
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on children before you make regulations dealing with those matters. 1
think the way [ saw the role of the
lawyer was not so muchbeing an expert in that respect or providing
assistance in that respect, but in being
able to deal with the issue, once the
issue was determined,
such as
violecne and being able to assist the
client to deal with that issue. Nowthat
may be by saying we can overcome
this by having someof self regulation
as distinct from statutory regulation.
But of course you need to be able to
showhowthat can be done and it’s in
that sense, i.e. in the sense of communicationg that particular persen’s
position, be it a teMvision companyor
whether it be an industry body or a
public interest group. It’s in terms of
being able to show what the person’s
position is that the lawyer can play an
importantrole for his client. That’s the
point [ was trying to makerather than
actually being the expert like the
sociologist or the psychologist dealing
with the hub of the problem in the
same way with economic matters you
maybe relying on financiers and accountants etc. to determine what the
economicimpact is of certain regulation. But again your lawyer can use
that information to develop a certain
point of view, to develop a certain proposal that can be put forward; that’s
the way1 see it.
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